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Introduction
Technology transfer (TT) is nothing but transferring the research 

outcomes from organization to another for future use and development 
of new medicinal products, educational tools, safety equipment, 
electronic devices, and health services required for public use. TT 
bridges between science, engineering, law and government agencies 
[1-3]. Drug discovery and development process of novel medicinal 
product depends on TT which is considered as essential and grave. 
This process gives clarity to product development laboratory about 
production and commercialization. In pharmaceutical industry TT 
is helpful in enhancing the quality, efficacy and safety of the product 
through standardized process of cost effective production [4,5]. TT can 
be viewed from the perception of research and development activities. 
The findings of research work in laboratories on small scale are needed 
to commercialized, and hence, TT is important for scale up the product 
on commercial base.  TT is thus defined as the process begins with 
the invention in laboratory to product development phase and then 
to a commercial scale. The TT is said to be successful provided both 
receiving and transferring organizations effectively utilize it to promote 
their business. 

Reasons for TT

Once technology has been developed by an organization and the 
said organization is not having a capacity to commercialize, making to 
transfer the technology to organization which can successfully utilize 
it to promote the business. The organization develops an advanced 
technology with necessary regulatory approvals and suffers with lack 
of marketing channels; the developer of the technology might have to 
collaborate with other organizations with marketing and distribution 
capability. Any research institute develops a technology and does not 
have commercial capability, has to collaborate with other organization 
to introduce the product into market. Even many a time the developer 
of the technology may face a difficulty in the middle of the process 
of technology development has to collaborate with other institute 
to complete the process. For example, a pharmaceutical product 
developer does not have enough knowledge and capability to carry out 
the clinical and regulatory phases may collaborate with other institute 
which is capable to do it and finally bring into the market [6]. 

Stages of TT

TT requires the collaboration of many individuals in making 
success the developed technology to bring into the commercial reality. A 
specimen formulation development process goes through many stages 
with better understanding of operational procedure used, both critical 
and non-critical operational parameters, production environment 
including equipment and availability of excipients which helps to 
scale up successfully. It is also essential to ensure the standards and 
quality of the final product as developed by research and development 
section before scale up. Before transferring the technology, there are 
many stages to complete the process of technology development. AT 
the beginning, research and development department prepare the 
design of procedure and identify the excipients required, for this many 
preliminary studies are to be carried out. The developed technology is 
transferred from research and development department to production 

section with all information such as master formula card including all 
details of intended product and packaging process. The information 
also includes product specifications and standard test procedures. The 
next step is optimization of the operational procedures with proper 
validation studies followed by scale up for production. Pharmaceutical 
product development process in pharma sector starts from half to two 
kilogram batch which can be scaled up to 10 kg and then to 100 kg 
on a pilot scale. Production scale varied between 200 kg and 1000 kg. 
Pharma TT comprises production of dosage forms in larger batches 
on larger equipment. Scape up is usually done on the knowledge that 
has been gained research scale and during the small scale production 
process in the laboratory. 

Conclusion
Technology transfer in pharmaceutical industries involves action 

to transfer the information and technology to apprehend the quality 
of design and final product. Successful technology yield reproducible 
results in its routine operation once it is transferred to an organization 
which commercializes it. Technology transfer helps the pharmaceutical 
organizations to reduce the production cost with reduced risk and 
rate of failure, and hence, major pharmaceutical companies look for 
technology transfer opportunities.
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